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The Relationship Between the Force of Gravity and a Spring’s Coefficient and Initial Length 

This experiment was designed to find the relationship between the spring constant, k, and the 

initial equilibrium length of our model ideal spring, a segment of a bungee cord. The cord was 

tied at two distinct points, which served as our system. A mass was then attached to the bottom, 

which was held adjacent to the top of cord and released. A ruler was propped parallel to the 

trajectory, so that all movement could be measured. An iphone recorded the lower portion of the 

bungee as it hit its amplitude, which was analyzed frame by frame. This process was done in 

three trials, where each trial had a different initial natural length. Multiple weights were tested 

per trial.  

We attempted to calculate the dynamic spring constant, k, by using formulas for the change in 

the energy of the system. Since the bungee cord was released from rest with a mass attached, 

there is only potential energy due to gravity equal to m*g*h (where the variables represent mass, 

force of gravity, and height, respectively). This energy would equal the final energy in the 

potential energy of the spring, or .5mv2 (where v is velocity), as both the potential energy of 

gravity and the spring are conservative forces.  

All variables were recorded: the mass of the weights, the initial length, the amplitude, and the 

stretch of the cord. These values were used to calculate the gravitational potential energy of each 

drop, which was then used to find the spring constant of each drop. The spring constant was then 

averaged for each trial with the standard deviation calculated, producing values of 3.716±0.299 

N/m, 2.272±0.145 N/m, and 4.536±0.501 N/m. These values were then graphed against the 

initial lengths, yielding an equation of k = -7.3058L + 6.4762. We will not know the accuracy of 

this equation until our final test, but with this data we can potentially calculate what the initial 

length should be in any randomized situation, if we are provided with the max height and the 

weight of the object.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Spring Drop Test. A bungee cord was tied at two distinct points, with the middle 

portion of the bungee serving as the effective spring, as shown in the figure. Multiple trials of 

varying initial lengths were conducted. Within each trial, varying masses were used and the max 

displacements were recorded per drop.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Drop Trials. Weights of varying masses were naturally suspended on the bungee cord to 

calculate the new equilibrium position they caused. They were then dropped from a fixed height at the 

top of the cord, and the max height they fell was recorded. This was done in three separate trials, where 

each trial had a specific cord length without any weight attached. The amplitude was then found by 

taking the difference of the max height and equilibrium length.  

  
 

PE gravity (N) K (N/m) Average K (N/m) 

Trial 1 1.4406 4.161357 3.716±0.299  
2.12268 3.790059   
2.67344 3.714452   

3.332 3.553185   
4.5864 3.359754   

- - - 

Trial 2 3.4692 2.40716 2.272±0.145  
2.86552 2.164862   
2.3961 2.13051   
1.6464 2.38702   

- - - 

Trial 3 1.6072 5.084064 4.536±0.501  
2.3765 4.684604  

Equilibrium Length (m) Max height (m) Amplitude (m) Weight (kg) 

Trial 1 0.98 0.59 0.15 

0.392 1.14 0.75 0.19  
1.24 0.85 0.22  
1.36 0.97 0.25  
1.56 1.17 0.3  

- - - 

Trial 2 1.77 1.20 0.2 

0.57 1.72 1.15 0.17  
1.63 1.06 0.15  
1.4 0.83 0.12  
- - - 

Trial 3 0.82 0.56 0.2 

0.258 0.97 0.71 0.25  
1.11 0.85 0.3  
1.35 1.09 0.35 



 
3.2634 4.492999   
4.6305 3.881359  

 

Figure 3. Potential Energies of Gravity and a Spring. Using the data from figure 1, the potential energy 

of gravity of each drop was calculated. This was set equal to potential energy of a spring, and then 

solved for k. The average k of each trial was included, and the standard deviation was found.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Graph of Equilibrium Length vs. Average K of the Trials. The relationship 

between k and the starting length of a spring in this graph is linear, which is to be expected. The 

two variables are inversely related, and the high R2 value indicates a significance in relationship 

within the data. 

Our value of interest was the relationship between the spring constant and initial equilibrium 

length of the spring, which was the equation k= -7.31x + 6.48, as found in figure 4. With it, we 

should be able to calculate the necessary initial length in any situation, provided we possess the 

initial drop height and weight. The standard deviation was found for each of the average k values 

of each trial, being 3.716±0.299 N/m, 2.272±0.145 N/m, and 4.536±0.501 N/m. The only way to 

test the accuracy of our findings would be to run a final experiment, where we conduct multiple 

trials containing randomized masses and drop heights, and see if our equation allows us to 

predict the required length of the cord.  

 

k = -7.3058x + 6.4762

R² = 0.9942
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